Model validation
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Our expertise in model validation | Models in the value chain
Provide model validation services that assess performance and design with regards to market and credit risk
ongoing monitoring (back-testing and stress-testing), methodological and strategic audit & review as well as
remediation plans.
Model maintenance and validation techniques

Benchmarking

Re-performance

Analytical review

Methodological review

› Find a price based
on a established
benchmark

› Find a price by
replicating the same
methodology (or
similar)

› Price quotations
obtained from third
party sources

› Detailed review of
the methodology
used for pricing (
particularly used for
illiquid products)

Independent Backtesting
› Model performance
and stability
assessed by an
independent group

Conformity of the model with regulatory requirements and market practices
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Regulatory watch

Market practice

Flexibility

Documentation

› Model maintenance,
update with
regulatory
evolutions, best
practice

› Identify the model
in line with best
practices ( FVA , OIS
discounting ...)

› Model can adapt to
future change
drivers

› Organizational
mapping ,
functional,
technological and
conditions of
validity of the
models by asset
class and
information system

› Model- Based Pricing
vs Market based
pricing
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Rationalization and
synergies
› Convergence of best
practices and
processes

Our Vision of the “Model Validation Lifecycle”…
Understanding each step to harmonize models
Model design: functional soundness

Model governance and use
 Ongoing monitoring process review
› Model complexity
› Eligibility process
› Model change procedure
› Reporting process
› Remediation plan
 Flexibility of the model vis-à -vis the
regulatory constraints and market
practices
› Can the model easily integrate new
regulatory bias?
› Can the model serve the business to
operate as « best in class »
 Is documentation up to date with latest
evolutions
› E.g. Model in compliance with the
recommendations of the regulator

 Validity and robustness of the assumptions and inputs
› For instance, is the model performing in a low rate and
volatility market regime
 Representativeness of the output measure
› Is the model able to represent the risks in line with
expectations
› Is the aggregation measure coherent
 Benchmarking with other internal executing models

 Representativeness

› Calibration vs application
portfolio
› Structural breaks
identification

 Under which conditions is the
model (in)effective and
(in)valid?

› Reproductibility if the
calibration set

 Convergence runtime and
conditions
 Proxies limitations?

Modelin
g

› factors mapping
› E.g. Pricing shortcut?

Model governance and use
Model performance

 Model accuracy and predictability
› Conservativeness, margins
› Overall Quality of backtesting
› Predifined metrics, thresholds and significance levels
 Model sensitivity
› Performance stability over time
› Performance stability over portfolio conditions
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Model performance

 Data quality
› Source, time availability, formatting, delivery
› Certification process
 System practicality
› Legibility of the data model
› Test and Prod Environment, full-cycle capacity
› Seamlessness executing processes
 Runtime capacity
› Ease of use and integration (speed of calculation
and calibration)
› Rerun
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Our approach to model validation

Phase 1

A structured 2 phases-5 steps methodology (1/3)

Step 1

›

Preliminary diagnostic

 Assessment of overall compliance with applicable regulations locally and first observations
on the current situation

›

Qualification and detailed
analysis (incl. impact
simulation)

 Detailed review of internal documentation and ongoing recommendations, and (following
step 1) proposal targeted validation work as well as detailed steps (models typology,
assumptions analysis and recommendations, performance backtesting,...)

›

Data analysis & review

 Review of data used and accessible as part of the validation exercise. Study of the historical
available depth, review of data quality, reliability and completeness. Associated action plans
(audit of the data quality management process).

›

Models review

Step 2

Phase 2

Step 3

Step 4

›

Step 5
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›

Methodological axis

›

Performance &
control axis

›

Use test &
governance axis

Functional architecture of
the target risk
management information
system

 Review of methodological guidelines for building risk models. Validation of key modeling
stages and quantification of risk parameters (‘life-cycle model’), from the choice of input
variables to the monitoring and use principles of these models.

 Review of the current functional and operating architecture. Understanding evolution needs
based on defined models. Audit of the operating risk architecture and functional mapping of
the target risk management information system.
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Our approach to model validation
A structured 2 phases-5 steps methodology (2/3)
The first two sequences of the intervention are meant to detect risk areas and non-compliance of the validation process, and
treat them as early as possible.
These include identifying and prioritizing mainly regulatory, methodological, systems and environmental data that could limit
the use of risk models.

Phase 1
Step 1
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Step 2

Detection Step

Preparation Step

› Areas of both regulatory and data
vulnerability are detected early
during the familiarization phase,
using our expertise but also external
benchmarks related to regulatory
and methodological compliance for
similar portfolios.

› Vulnerability areas identified in step
1 will complete the detailed audit
program. This will help define the
key methodological tests to be
carried out during the audit
(according to the progress status but
also prudential prerequisites).
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These first two phases of our
intervention are crucial for:
› Assessing risks on the vulnerable
areas and priorities in terms of
recommendations or impact (e.g.
capital impact: standard method
vs. internal)
› Identify as quickly as possible the
potential corrective actions
(particularly in terms of data)
› Prioritize the findings and
upcoming actions to be undertaken
› Specify further steps of the risk
models validation process and
structure the intervention

The key streams of our Acquisitions & Post Merger Integration practice
A structured 2 phases-5 steps methodology (3/3)
The other three steps are meant to go through the stages of risk models validation and audit them in accordance with regulatory requirements and internal
expectations for improved risk management.
They must guarantee company’s objectives through an optimal and efficient risk assessment system. The final and main objectives (beyond the legal constraints)
of these models validation, are to ensure the performance and the adequacy to the Group reality of the risk management process.

Phase 2

›
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Step 3

Step 4

Anticipation Step

Quantitative review Step

Highlighting the current
databases state, their
usability and their depth will
help anticipate upstream all
modeling issues that may
arise in step 4. This is an
essential step since it will
heavily influence the
perception of future audit
works.

›

This step defines the audit
work on market risk models.
It foreshadows how risks will
be understood and therefore
covered by the permanent
control. This expert
intervention and thorough
knowledge of market
practices will be essential
here.
›

Methodological axis

›

Performance &
Control axis

›

Use test &
Governance axis

Step 5

IT review Step

›

This step leads to define
approval risks for the
functional and operating
architecture of the target
risk management information
system, integrating new
requirements defined by
internal models.
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These last three phases should
decide the general format of the
audit and decline it methodologically
and functionally:
›

Analysis and audit of data
requirements constraints and IT
architecture

›

Models review and link with
existing risk tools (valuation or
pricing models)

›

Perspective between quantitative
sophistication and expert judgment

›

Alignment of the audit with best
practices to save time in the
relevance of identified items (value
added)

›

Review of functional and operating
architecture for the target risk
management information system,
integrating the new requirements
related to defined internal models.
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